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 - build-in laptop screen.. Development The game was developed by EA Black Box and produced by Motiga, which was
acquired by Electronic Arts in May 2006. Plot The game begins just before the events of Diablo II, with the then-ten-year-old

hero Don Diego travelling across the continent of Sanctuary. Following an encounter with a demonic horde in the town of
Arreat, he is forced to abandon his previous quest. He is then gifted with a powerful artifact by the same magus who had earlier
bested him in battle, but the magus is now dead and is said to have vanished into the portal to the legendary realm of the Diablo.
Don Diego resolves to journey through this portal in search of the magus, and take the artifact to the emperor of the kingdom of
Hommlet in order to save the world. Gameplay There are four characters in the game: Don Diego, a young adventurer; the spirit

of an ancient warrior; a low-level demon; and a flying ethereal named Uldyssian. The player can switch between any two
characters at any time. The warrior's spirit is relegated to one of the game's hub worlds. There are twenty-eight locations in the

game world. Each of these locations has a corresponding level, which can be accessed by using a magic item called a Key of
Arreat. Each level has a series of treasure chests containing items, and these are needed to acquire Keys of Arreat for the

locations. The player can complete the game in any order. Characters Don Diego Don Diego, a ten-year-old orphan, is the hero
of the game. He is a young, fierce, and quick-tempered adventurer and wants nothing more than to avenge his parents, killed by
the Horadrim, who have possession of the artifact and who plot to conquer the world using its power. The spirit of an ancient
warrior The spirit of an ancient warrior, a cunning and battle-hardened warrior who died in the tenth century. One of the few
remaining Horadrim to fight alongside Don Diego's parents. Uldyssian Uldyssian, a flying ethereal, is named after the son of
one of the Horadrim who died during the Battle of the Burning Legion. He is bound to the battlefield and will protect Don

Diego at all costs. The demon The demon, a level 20 demon who wields the power of a level 10 82157476af
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